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Abstract

Aspect extraction is a key task of fine-grained opinion min-
ing. Although it has been studied by many researchers, it re-
mains to be highly challenging. This paper proposes a novel
unsupervised approach to make a major improvement. The
approach is based on the framework of lifelong learning and
is implemented with two forms of recommendations that are
based on semantic similarity and aspect associations respec-
tively. Experimental results using eight review datasets show
the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

Introduction

Aspect extraction is a fundamental task of opinion mining
or sentiment analysis (Liu 2012). It aims to extract opinion
targets from opinion text. For example, from “This phone
has a good screen,” it aims to extract “screen.” In product
reviews, aspects are product attributes or features. They are
needed in many sentiment analysis applications.

Aspect extraction has been studied by many researchers.
There are two main approaches: supervised and unsuper-
vised. Some existing work has shown that unsupervised syn-
tactic dependency-based methods such as double propaga-
tion (DP) (Qiu et al. 2011) can perform better than super-
vised Conditional Random Fields (CRF) (Lafferty, McCal-
lum, and Pereira 2001) based methods. The unsupervised
dependency-based methods also have the key advantage of
not requiring any human labeled data. They are based on the
fact that opinions have targets and there are often explicit
syntactic relations between opinion words (e.g., “good”) and
target aspects (e.g., “screen”). By exploiting such relations,
DP and other related methods can use a set of seed opinion
words to extract aspects and new opinion words, and then
use them to extract more aspects and opinion words through
bootstrapping propagation.

Figure 1 shows the dependency relations between words
in “The phone has a good screen.” If “good” is a known
opinion word (given or extracted), “screen,” a noun modified
by “good,” is clearly an aspect as they have a dependency
relation amod. From a given set of opinion words, we can
extract a set of aspects if we have a syntactic rule like “if
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Figure 1: Dependency relations in the sentence “The phone
has a good screen.”

a word A, whose part-of-speech (POS) is a singular noun
(nn), has the dependency relation amod with (i.e., modified
by) an opinion word O, then A is an aspect.” Similarly, one
can use such rules to extract new aspects from the extracted
aspects, and new opinion words from the extracted aspects.

Although effective, syntactic rule-based methods such as
DP still have room for major improvements. This is not sur-
prising as it is very hard to design a set of rules to perform
extraction with high precision and high recall due to the flex-
ibility of natural languages. One way to improve is to use
the prior knowledge in the framework of lifelong machine
learning. That is, the system retains its past experiences and
learned results as knowledge and uses it to help the new
learning or extraction. In other words, if the system already
knows a lot before extraction, it clearly can do much bet-
ter. The prior knowledge is mined automatically by exploit-
ing the abundance of reviews for all kinds of products on
the Web. This idea is workable because many products ac-
tually share aspects, e.g., many electronic products have as-
pects screen and battery. To exploit such knowledge for new
extraction, we use the idea of recommendation, in particu-
lar collaborative filtering (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005).
This type of recommendation uses the behavioral informa-
tion of other users to recommend products/services to the
current user. This is exactly the idea that we want to employ,
using the information in reviews of a large number of other
products to help extract aspects from reviews of the current
product. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time
that recommendation is used for aspect extraction.

In this work, we propose to use DP as the base and im-
prove its results dramatically through aspect recommenda-
tion. Two forms of recommendations are proposed, (1) se-
mantic similarity-based, and (2) aspect associations-based.
Semantic similarity-based recommendation aims to solve
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the problem of missing synonymous aspects of DP using
word vectors trained from a large corpus of 5.8 million re-
views for similarity comparison. The word vectors are re-
garded as a form of prior knowledge learned from the past
data. For example, “photo” is a synonym of “picture.” Us-
ing the DP method, “picture” is extracted as an aspect from
the sentence “The picture is blurry,” but “photo” is not ex-
tracted from the sentence “The phone is good, but not its
photos.” One reason for the inability to extract “photo” is
that to ensure good extraction precision and recall, many
useful rules with low precision are not used. The proposed
semantic similarity-based recommendation makes use of the
extracted aspect “picture” to recommend “photo” based on
the semantic similarity of the two words.

However, “picture” cannot be used to recommend “bat-
tery” as an aspect because their semantic similarity value is
very small. To recommend “battery” (if it is not extracted),
we use the second form of recommendation, i.e., aspect as-
sociations or correlations. The idea is that many aspects are
correlated or co-occur across domains. For example, those
products with the aspect “picture” also have a high chance
of using batteries as pictures are usually taken by digital de-
vices which need batteries. If such associations can be dis-
covered, they can be used in recommendation of additional
aspects. For this purpose, we employ association rules from
data mining (Agrawal and Srikant 1994) which fit our needs
very well. To mine associations, we use the extraction re-
sults from reviews of many other products or domains in the
lifelong learning fashion (Chen and Liu 2014).

In our experiments, we use a popular aspect extraction
evaluation corpus from (Hu and Liu 2004) and a new corpus
from (Liu et al. 2015). To learn word vectors and aspect as-
sociations, we use two large collections of product reviews.
Experimental results show that the two forms of recommen-
dations can recommend very reliable aspects, and the ap-
proach that employs both recommendations outperforms the
state-of-the-art dependency rule-based methods markedly.

Related Work
There are two main approaches to aspect extraction: su-
pervised and unsupervised. The former is mainly based on
CRF (Jakob and Gurevych 2010; Choi and Cardie 2010;
Mitchell et al. 2013), while the latter is mainly based on
topic modeling (Mei et al. 2007; Titov and McDonald
2008; Li, Huang, and Zhu 2010; Brody and Elhadad 2010;
Wang, Lu, and Zhai 2010; Moghaddam and Ester 2011;
Mukherjee and Liu 2012), and syntactic rules designed us-
ing dependency relations (Zhuang, Jing, and Zhu 2006;
Wang and Wang 2008; Wu et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2010;
Qiu et al. 2011).

On the supervised approach, CRF-based methods need
manually labeled training data. Our method is unsupervised.
On the unsupervised approach, topic modeling often only
gives some rough topics rather than precise aspects as a top-
ical term does not necessarily mean an aspect. For example,
in a battery topic, a topic model may find topical terms such
as “battery,” “life,” and “time,” etc., which are related to bat-
tery life (Lin and He 2009; Zhao et al. 2010; Jo and Oh 2011;
Fang and Huang 2012), but each word is not an aspect.

There are also frequency-based methods (Hu and Liu
2004; Popescu and Etzioni 2005; Zhu et al. 2009), word
alignment methods (Liu et al. 2013), label propagation
methods (Zhou, Wan, and Xiao 2013), and other methods.

This paper is most related to the DP method (Qiu et al.
2011), and aims to improve it. Since our method employs
word vectors learned from a large collection of product re-
views, it is also related to (Xu, Liu, and Zhao 2014), which
proposed a joint opinion relation detection method OCDNN.
Although they also used word vectors to represent words in
the neural network training, they used that as a feature repre-
sentation in their classification. The work (Pavlopoulos and
Androutsopoulos 2014) explored the word vectors trained
on English Wikipedia to compute word similarities used in
a clustering algorithm. However, our work is quite different,
we train word vectors using a large review corpus and use
them to recommend aspects.

Our work is also related to topic modeling-based methods
in (Chen and Liu 2014; Chen, Mukherjee, and Liu 2014) as
they also used multiple past domains to help aspect extrac-
tion in the lifelong learning fashion. However, they can only
find some rough topics as other topic models. We can find
more precise aspects with the help of multiple past domains.
In (Liu et al. 2015), a rule selection method is proposed to
improve DP, but it is a supervised method.

Overall Algorithm

This section introduces algorithm AER (Aspect Extraction
based on Recommendation), Algorithm 1, which consists of
two main steps: base extraction and recommendation.

Algorithm 1 AER(Dt, R−, R+, O)
Input: Target dataset Dt, high precision aspect extraction

rules R−, high recall aspect extraction rules R+, seed
opinion words O

Output: Extracted aspect set A
1: T − ← DPextract(Dt, R−, O);
2: T + ← DPextract(Dt, R+, O);
3: T ← T + − T −;
4: T s ← Sim-recom(T −, T );
5: T a ← AR-recom(T −, T );
6: A ← T − ∪ T s ∪ T a.

Step 1 (base extraction, lines 1-2): Given the target doc-
ument collection Dt for extraction and a set O of seed opin-
ion words, this step first uses the DP method (DPextract) to
extract an initial (or base) set T − of aspects employing a set
R− of high precision rules (line 1). The set of high preci-
sion rules are selected from the set of rules in DP by evalu-
ating their precisions individually using a development set.
The set T − of extracted aspects thus has very high precision
but not high recall. Then, extract a set T + of aspects from
a larger set R+ of high recall rules (R−⊆R+) also using
DPextract (line 2). The set T + of extracted aspects thus has
very high recall but not high precision.

Step 2 (recommendation, lines 3-6): This step recom-
mends more aspects using T − as the base to improve the re-
call. To ensure recommendation quality, we require that the
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aspects must be from the set T = T + − T − (line 3). Two
forms of recommendation are performed, similarity-based
using Sim-recom (line 4) and association rule-based using
AR-recom (line 5). Their respective results T s and T a are
combined with T − to produce the final result. The next two
sections detail the two recommendation methods.

Similarity-based Recommendation

Similarity-based recommendation can be implemented with
a few methods. Here we focus only on the word vector-based
method as it performs the best compared with a few strong
baselines (see the experiments for the comparison).

Word Vectors

In this work, word vectors trained using neural networks
are employed to compute semantic similarities of aspect
terms. Researchers have shown that using word vectors
trained this way is highly effective for the purpose of seman-
tic similarity comparison (Joseph, Lev, and Yoshua 2010;
Mikolov et al. 2013). There are several publicly available
word vector resources trained from Wikipedia, Reuters news
or Broadcast News for general NLP tasks such as POS tag-
ging and Named Entity Recognition (Collobert and We-
ston 2008; Mnih and Hinton 2009; Huang et al. 2012;
Pennington, Socher, and Manning 2014). However, our ini-
tial experiments with these word vectors show that they are
not accurate for our task. We thus trained our own vectors
using a large review corpus.

Recommending Aspects by Sim-recom

Algorithm 2 gives the details of Sim-recom(T −, T ), which
recommends aspects based on aspect similarities. For each
term t in T , which can be a single word or a multi-word
phrase, if the similarity between t and any term in T − is at
least ε (line 2), which means that t is very likely to be an
aspect and should be recommended, then add t into T s (line
3). The final recommended aspect set is T s.

Algorithm 2 Sim-recom(T −, T )
Input: Aspect sets T − and T
Output: Recommended aspect set T s

1: for each aspect term t ∈ T do
2: if (Sim(t, T −) ≥ ε) then
3: T s ← T s ∪ {t};
4: end if
5: end for

The function Sim(t, T −) in line 2 returns the maximum
similarity between term t and the set of terms in T −, i.e.,

Sim(t, T −) = max{VS(φt, φtq ): tq ∈ T −}
where φt is t’s vector, VS(φt, φtq ) is VSw(φt, φtq ) if t and
tq are single words, otherwise, VS(φt, φtq ) is VSp(φt, φtq ).
VSw(φt, φtq ) and VSp(φt, φtq ) are defined as follows.

Given two terms t and t′, we obtain their vectors φt and
φt′ from the pre-trained word vectors, and employ the cosine
similarity as their semantic similarity, i.e.,

VSw(φt, φt′) =
φT
t φt′

||φt||·||φt′ ||

Since there are no vectors for multi-word phrases in the
pre-trained vectors, we use the average cosine similarities of
words in the phrases to evaluate phrase similarities, i.e.,

VSp(φt, φt′ ) =

∑M

i=1

∑N

j=1
VSw

(φti
,φt′

j
)

M×N

where M is the number of single words in t, and N is that of
t′. We use average similarity for multi-word phrases because
it considers the length of phrases, and sets lower similarity
naturally if the lengths of two phrases are different.

Association-based Recommendation

We now detail association-based recommendation. We first
introduce some basic concepts before giving the details of
association rule generation and the corresponding recom-
mendation method.

Basic Concepts

Let DB be a transaction database, I be the set of all dis-
tinct items in DB. In our case, each item is an aspect term,
each transaction dbi ∈ DB is a set of distinct aspect terms
extracted from a set of reviews of product domain Di.

From DB, an association rule mining algorithm gener-
ates a set of rules that satisfies the user-specified minimum
support and minimum confidence thresholds (Agrawal and
Srikant 1994). Each rule is of the following form:

X → Y ,
where X and Y are disjoint sets of items, a set of aspects in
our case. X and Y are called antecedent and consequent of
the rule respectively. The support of the rule is the number
of transactions that contains both X and Y divided by the
total number of transactions, and the confidence of the rule
is the number of transactions that contains both X and Y
divided by the number of transactions that contains X .

Association Rule Generation

Given a review dataset D consisting of n domains (types
of products), a set O of seed opinion words, a set R of as-
pect extraction rules, which can be a subset or all of R+

in Algorithm 1, association rule mining outputs a set Ra of
association rules. The process consists of two phases.

Phase 1: Generate a transaction database DB. Apply
DPextract with the extraction rules R and the seed opinion
words O to each domain reviews Di ∈ D to extract a set of
aspects. The set of resulting aspects for a domain Di forms a
transaction in DB. From D, we thus generate n transactions.

Phase 2: Apply an association rule mining algorithm to
generate a set of rules with minimum support and minimum
confidence. To prevent too many meaningless rules from be-
ing generated, those aspects appear in almost every review
domain (we use 80% as the threshold) are removed from
each transaction in DB. For example, every review domain
may have the aspect “price,” i.e., it appears in almost every
transaction in DB and can result in a huge number of useless
association rules. Since our main goal is to use the generated
association rules to recommend specific aspects rather than
general aspects in every domain such as “price,” the reduced
DB rather than the original DB is used to produce a set Ra

of association rules to be used for recommendation.
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Recommending Aspects by AR-recom

Algorithm 3 gives the details of AR-recom(T −, T ), which
recommends aspects based on aspect association rules. For
each association rule r in Ra, if the antecedent of r is a
subset of T − (line 2), then recommend the terms in cons(r)
∩ T into the set T a (line 3). The function ante(r) returns
the set of terms in r’s antecedent, and the function cons(r)
returns the set of terms in r’s consequent.

Algorithm 3 AR-recom(T −, T )
Input: Aspect sets T − and T
Output: Recommended aspect set T a

1: for each association rule r ∈ Ra do
2: if (ante(r) ⊆ T −) then
3: T a ← T a ∪ (cons(r) ∩T );
4: end if
5: end for

For example, one association rule in Ra could be:
picture, display → video, purchase

whose antecedent contains “picture” and “display,” and con-
sequent contains “video” and “purchase.” If both words
“picture” and “display” are in T −, and only “video” is in
T , then we can only add “video” into T a.

Experiments

Experiment Settings

Here we introduce the experiment datasets, baseline ap-
proaches and evaluation metrics.
Dataset for Learning Word Vectors. To learn word vec-
tors, we used the review collection created by (Jindal and
Liu 2008), which contains more than 5.8 million Ama-
zon reviews of all kinds of products. The open source tool
word2vec1 is employed to train our word vectors with its
default parameter settings.
Datasets of Multiple Domains. To exploit existing extrac-
tion results from multiple past domains to mine association
rules for recommendation, we used the review collection
from 100 types of products created by (Chen and Liu 2014),
consisting of 50 types of electronic products and 50 types of
non-electronic products. Each product has 200 reviews.
Test Datasets for Evaluation. For aspect extraction eval-
uation, we need aspect-annotated data. The above two big
review datasets are not annotated. We thus use two publicly
available aspect-annotated corpora2. One is from (Hu and
Liu 2004), which has been widely used in aspect extraction
evaluation by researchers (Hu and Liu 2004; Popescu and
Etzioni 2005; Qiu et al. 2011). This corpus has reviews of
five products: 2 digital cameras (D1, D2), 1 cell phone (D3),
1 MP3 player (D4), and 1 DVD player (D5). The other is
from (Liu et al. 2015), which contains reviews of three prod-
ucts: computer (D6), wireless router (D7), and speaker (D8).
The details about these test datasets are given in Table 1.
Seed Opinion Words. We use all adjective opinion words
in the lexicon of (Hu and Liu 2004)2.

1https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
2http://www.cs.uic.edu/∼liub/FBS/sentiment-analysis.html

Table 1: Detailed information of the test datasets.
Data Product # of Sentences # of Aspects
D1 Digital camera 597 237
D2 Digital camera 346 174
D3 Cell phone 546 302
D4 MP3 player 1716 674
D5 DVD player 740 296
D6 Computer 531 354
D7 Wireless router 879 307
D8 Speaker 689 440

Compared Approaches. We compare the AER method with
five baseline methods: DP, DP−, DP+, SimR, and ARR. We
compare with DP as we use it as the base method, but our
approach is independent of the base method, and can be used
to improve other base extraction methods as well.

DP denotes the original DP method in (Qiu et al. 2011). It
uses 8 extraction patterns, which can be expanded into rules
after instantiating the relation variables with 8 dependency
relations (amod, prep, nsubj, csubj, xsubj, dobj, iobj and
conj). For dependency parsing, we used Stanford Parser3.

DP− uses a set of high precision rules (R− in Algorithm
1) selected from the DP rules based on their precisions. Each
rule in DP− has a precision of at least 80% on D1 to D8.

DP+ uses 8 extraction patterns in DP, but DP+ uses more
dependency relations (R+ in Algorithm 1). DP+ uses 18
dependency relations, i.e., amod, prep, nsubj, csubj, xsubj,
dobj, iobj, conj, advmod, dep, cop, mark, nsubjpass, pobj,
acomp, xcomp, csubjpass, and poss. This results in a larger
rule set. Clearly, DP+ has a much higher extraction recall
than DP and DP−, but much lower precision.

SimR implements Algorithm 1 without line 5, it uses
only aspect similarities for recommendation. There are var-
ious methods for similarity computing, we evaluate five of
them, i.e., word vector, named as WV, which is described
in the previous section, and four WordNet-based methods,
i.e., SYN, which uses only WordNet synonyms to do rec-
ommendation, WUP (Wu and Palmer 1994), which calcu-
lates similarities by considering the depths of two synsets in
WordNet, along with the depth of their least common sub-
sume, LIN (Lin 1998), which uses the notion of information
content in the form of conditional probability of encounter-
ing an instance of a child-synset given an instance of a par-
ent synset, and PATH (Zhang, Gentile, and Ciravegna 2013),
which computes the similarities by counting the number of
nodes along the shortest path between the word senses in the
‘is-a’ hierarchies of WordNet.

ARR implements Algorithm 1 without line 4, i.e., it uses
only aspect associations for recommendation. In this model,
different sets of aspects can be used to generate association
rules, resulting in different performances of ARR. We ex-
plore four groups of settings, each group consists of two
settings, i.e., using the aspects extracted from 50 electronic
domains to generate association rules, and using the aspects
extracted from all 100 domains to generate association rules.
The four group settings use the models DP−, DP, DP+ and
SimR to extract aspects respectively.

AER implements Algorithm 1. Since SimR and ARR

3http://nlp.stanford.edu:8080/parser/
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Table 2: Precision, Recall and F1-score of the compared approaches evaluated based on multiple aspect term occurrences.
Data DP DP− DP+ SimR ARR AER

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

D1 70.7 91.0 79.6 84.8 66.8 74.8 66.2 96.3 78.5 82.4 87.7 85.0 89.0 73.7 80.6 80.5 89.8 84.9
D2 73.6 89.5 80.8 95.2 59.8 73.4 65.7 95.9 78.0 82.1 89.7 85.7 88.4 71.3 78.9 82.6 94.8 88.3
D3 76.5 90.2 82.8 85.7 54.8 66.9 65.6 95.1 77.6 86.4 86.2 86.3 91.7 67.3 77.6 86.5 87.2 86.9
D4 69.7 88.7 78.1 81.3 67.2 73.6 62.2 95.6 75.4 76.6 90.8 83.1 92.0 70.6 79.9 81.8 92.8 86.9
D5 63.0 89.6 74.0 88.9 63.7 74.2 58.8 94.3 72.4 87.0 82.9 84.9 91.5 78.5 84.5 88.0 88.5 88.2
Avg 70.7 89.8 79.1 87.2 62.5 72.6 63.7 95.4 76.4 82.9 87.5 85.0 90.5 72.3 80.4 83.9 90.6 87.0

D6 73.8 88.8 80.6 91.7 58.7 71.6 66.3 95.1 78.1 82.9 80.2 81.5 90.0 70.4 79.0 86.9 80.2 83.4
D7 65.5 91.6 76.4 67.6 45.4 54.3 55.8 97.4 70.9 74.2 83.3 78.5 86.2 73.6 79.4 73.0 92.3 81.5
D8 71.0 91.4 79.9 89.5 61.5 72.9 62.1 96.3 75.5 79.2 83.7 81.4 87.8 76.8 81.9 80.7 83.5 82.1
Avg 70.1 90.6 79.0 82.9 55.2 66.3 61.4 96.2 74.8 78.8 82.4 80.5 88.0 73.6 80.1 80.2 85.3 82.3

Table 3: Precision, Recall and F1-score of the compared approaches evaluated based on distinct aspect terms.
Data DP DP− DP+ SimR ARR AER

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

D1 60.0 83.9 70.0 83.9 44.1 57.8 46.6 91.4 61.7 72.6 78.5 75.5 71.9 52.0 60.4 72.8 81.7 77.0
D2 59.6 78.8 67.9 93.8 34.3 50.3 46.3 89.4 61.0 70.9 80.6 75.4 70.0 51.1 59.1 72.7 86.6 79.1
D3 58.1 81.4 67.9 87.5 44.9 59.3 45.9 87.6 60.3 74.8 73.5 74.1 75.1 49.9 60.0 75.5 75.5 75.5
D4 53.9 74.7 62.6 77.2 42.4 54.7 46.1 88.0 60.5 65.4 78.2 71.2 68.8 48.4 56.8 68.8 80.7 74.3
D5 52.8 76.3 62.4 88.9 36.2 51.4 45.6 87.1 59.8 76.3 60.6 67.6 79.6 54.2 64.5 79.1 68.8 73.6
Avg 56.9 79.0 66.1 86.2 40.4 54.7 46.1 88.7 60.7 72.0 74.3 72.8 73.1 51.1 60.1 73.8 78.7 75.9

D6 63.4 78.5 70.1 90.5 43.1 58.4 52.2 88.5 65.6 74.6 67.7 71.0 80.1 55.3 65.4 83.1 69.4 75.6
D7 55.3 84.8 67.0 62.5 33.3 43.5 42.6 94.3 58.6 62.9 82.9 71.5 64.6 61.4 63.0 64.7 86.9 74.1
D8 56.5 80.8 66.5 86.7 43.7 58.1 44.2 90.7 59.5 66.1 72.9 69.3 76.3 55.8 64.5 69.7 70.3 70.0
Avg 58.4 81.3 67.9 79.9 40.0 53.3 46.3 91.2 61.2 67.9 74.5 70.6 73.7 57.5 64.3 72.5 75.5 73.3

have different settings, there are also different combinations
of this model, which will be discussed later.

All approaches use Stanford Parser for dependency pars-
ing. Note that, we extract not only single noun aspects but
also multi-word expressions in all approaches. Noun phrases
are identified based on the dependency relation nn (noun
compound modifier) output by Stanford Parser. The identi-
fied noun phrases are treated as ordinary nouns in the rules.
Evaluation Metrics. Precision, recall, and F1-score are used
as our evaluation metrics. There are two ways to compute
the results: (1) based on multiple occurrences of each aspect
term, (2) based on distinct occurrence of each aspect term.

In a dataset, an important aspect often occurs many times,
e.g., the aspect “picture” occurred 10 times in a set of camera
reviews. For (1), if any occurrence of “picture” is extracted,
then all occurrences of “picture” are considered extracted,
i.e., 10. If none of its occurrences is extracted, it is consid-
ered as 10 losses. In (2), if any occurrence of “picture” is
extracted, it is considered as one extraction. If none is ex-
tracted, it is considered as one loss. (2) clearly makes sense,
but (1) also makes good sense because it is crucial to get
those important aspects extracted. Extracting (or missing) a
more frequent aspect term is rewarded (or penalized) more
heavily than extracting (or missing) a less frequent one.

Let an extraction method return a set A of distinct aspect
terms, and the set of distinct aspect terms labeled by human
annotators be T . TP (true positives) is |A ∩ T |, FP (false
positives) is |A \ T |, FN (false negatives) is |T \ A|.

For (2), the evaluation metrics are defined as:
P = TP

TP+FP , R = TP
TP+FN , F1 = 2×P×R

P+R

For (1), F1-score is computed in the same way, but preci-
sion and recall computations need change because we now
consider multiple occurrences of the same aspect:

P =

∑|A|
i=1

fi×E(ai,A)
∑|A|

i=1
fi

, R =

∑|T |
i=1

fi×E(ai,T )
∑|T |

i=1
fi

where fi is the term frequency of ai, E(ai,A) (or E(ai, T ))
equals to 1 if ai is an element of A (or T ), otherwise
E(ai,A) (or E(ai, T )) equals to 0.

Experimental Results

Table 2 shows the results of DP, DP−, DP+, SimR, ARR,
and AER tested on datasets D1 to D8, based on multiple
occurrences of aspect terms (evaluation (1))4. Table 3 shows
the corresponding results of the approaches evaluated based
on distinct aspect terms (evaluation (2)).

We empirically set the parameters for aspect similarities
as ε = 0.38 in Algorithm 2, set the parameters for generat-
ing association rules as minimum confidence = 0.5 and min-
imum support = 0.2. Since the best SimR setting is WV,
the best ARR setting is SimR(100), i.e., using the aspects
extracted by SimR from 100 domains to generate associa-
tion rules and then using the generated association rules to
do recommendation, and the best AER combination is WV
and SimR(100), the results in the tables for SimR, ARR and
AER are from WV, SimR(100) and their combination. We
will study these experiment settings later.

DP, DP−, DP+ and SimR are directly applied to D1 to
D8. For ARR and AER, the extraction results from multiple
domain datasets are employed first to generate association
rules, then they are used to do recommendation on D1 to
D8. Note that, DP, DP− and DP+ cannot employ additional
review datasets from other domains to help the extraction of

4The results of DP in Table 2 are different from those reported
in (Qiu et al. 2011) due to two reasons. First, Minipar was used in
(Qiu et al. 2011) but it is no longer available, so we use the Stanford
Parser. (Qiu et al. 2011) revised some annotations in the datasets in
their evaluation while we use the original annotations in evaluation.
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the 8 evaluation datasets. That is exactly the problem that
AER aims to address. As we will see from the results, AER
can take good advantage of the additional review datasets.

From the tables, we observe that AER’s F1-scores are
markedly better than those of DP, DP− and DP+, which
demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in recom-
mending high quality aspects. For example, the important
aspects “feature,” “software” and “price” cannot be ex-
tracted by DP from D2, but they are recommended by AER.
SimR’s F1-scores are also much better than those of DP,
DP− and DP+, which means that aspect similarity, specif-
ically, word vector-based similarity is very effective. ARR’s
F1-scores are better than those of DP−, and it has an average
13% recall improvement compared with DP−, which means
that aspect associations are important for aspect recommen-
dation. The average precisions of ARR are better than those
of DP− in Table 2 because ARR can recommend some
important aspects with high frequencies that are missed in
DP−. However, ARR’s recalls are much lower than those of
DP and DP+, which means that using aspect associations is
not enough for aspect recommendation.

We can also see that AER is better than SimR and ARR.
This means that there are aspects that can be recommended
based on aspect similarities but cannot be recommended
based on aspect associations, and vice versa. For example,
we can recommend “photo” as it is similar to the aspect “pic-
ture,” which is extracted by DP−, but it is not recommended
based on aspect associations. We can recommend “color”
because we have the following association rule:

picture, image → color
where “picture” and “image” are extracted by DP−, but
“color” cannot be recommended by aspect similarities.

The average precision of DP is higher than that of DP+

but lower than that of DP−, and the average recall of DP is
lower than that of DP+ but higher than that of DP−. This is
because DP+ uses more rules than DP due to the 10 addi-
tional dependency relations while DP− uses less rules than
DP as DP− is only a subset of DP. The new rules in DP+

bring more correct aspects (higher recall) but also more er-
rors (lower precision), and the selected high precision rules
in DP− bring less aspects (lower recall) but more accurate
ones (higher precision). Since the average F1-score of DP is
higher than those of DP+ and DP−, we can say that adding
rules arbitrarily can harm the results for the existing ap-
proach in (Qiu et al. 2011).

In summary, our proposed approach AER can produce
much better results than existing state-of-the-art rule-based
approaches by employing additional knowledge extracted
from large collections of unsupervised review datasets.

Experimental Setting Study

We show the performances of different experimental settings
of SimR, ARR and AER in Figure 2 and Figure 3. All mod-
els are evaluated based on (1) multiple aspect occurrences,
which are shown in sub-figures (a), and (2) distinct aspect
occurrence, which are shown in sub-figures (b). The models
are selected based on average F1-scores on D1 to D8.

To show the effectiveness of different similarity measures
in SimR, we compare the F1-score of different SimR settings

Figure 2: Average F1-score differences between five SimR
settings and DP− on D1 to D8.

Figure 3: Average F1-scores of AER on D1 to D8 as the
method used to extract aspects for generating association
rules changes. WV is used as the similarity measure in AER.

with DP−. Figure 2 shows that the best SimR similarity mea-
sure is WV (word vector). It gets the biggest improvement.
The improvement of SYN is small because the number of
synonyms of each word is very small, and it also cannot rec-
ommend multi-word phrases such as “battery life” and “pic-
ture quality.” Since the best similarity for SimR is WV, we
use it in the final SimR and AER models.

Finally, we show how the results vary with different ARR
settings, i.e., different approaches for producing the aspects
from past domains used in association rule mining. Since the
behavior of ARR is similar to that of AER, we only show
the results of AER. Figure 3 gives the average F1-scores of
AER on D1 to D8 using the sets of aspects extracted by dif-
ferent approaches from multiple past domains. We first ob-
serve that using more product domains to generate associa-
tion rules helps to improve AER’s results. The first 50 do-
mains are electronic products which have good aspect shar-
ing with the 8 test datasets. It is interesting to see that adding
the 50 non-electronic domains also helps to some extent. Us-
ing DP+ and SimR to generate aspects in past domains for
association rule mining produce similar best results.

Conclusion

This paper proposed a recommendation-based approach to
improve the syntactic rule-based method for aspect extrac-
tion. Two forms of recommendation were presented. They
exploit two types of interesting knowledge about aspects:
aspect similarity and association. Such knowledge can be
discovered from a large review corpus automatically. Ex-
perimental results demonstrated the superior performance of
AER. In our future work, we plan to explore how the rec-
ommendation can also be used to improve other extraction
methods. This is possible because it is flexible to choose dif-
ferent base extraction algorithms in AER.
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